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Batman Beyond Neo Year 2024 is a comic book series written by Jackson
Lanzing and illustrated by Collin Kelly. The series is set in the same
universe as the popular animated television series Batman Beyond, and
follows Terry McGinnis as he takes on the mantle of Batman and fights
against the forces of evil.

Batman Beyond Neo Year 2024 is a must-read for fans of Batman and
cyberpunk. The series features stunning artwork, a compelling story, and a
cast of memorable characters. Lanzing and Kelly have created a truly
unique and unforgettable vision of the future.

Story

Batman Beyond Neo Year 2024 is set in a dystopian future where Gotham
City is a crime-ridden wasteland. The city is controlled by a corrupt
government and a powerful criminal organization known as the Jokerz.

Terry McGinnis is a teenage boy who is orphaned after his father is
murdered by the Jokerz. Terry is taken in by Bruce Wayne, the original
Batman, who trains him to become the new Batman.
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As Batman, Terry fights against the Jokerz and other villains who threaten
Gotham City. He also works to uncover the truth about his father's death.

Characters

Terry McGinnis is the protagonist of Batman Beyond Neo Year 2024. He is
a brave and determined young man who is dedicated to fighting for justice.

Bruce Wayne is the original Batman. He is a wise and experienced mentor
who helps Terry to become the new Batman.

Dana Tan is Terry's best friend. She is a smart and resourceful girl who
provides Terry with support and advice.

Max Gibson is Terry's girlfriend. She is a kind and compassionate girl who
loves Terry for who he is.

The Jokerz are the main villains of Batman Beyond Neo Year 2024. They
are a ruthless criminal organization who are led by the Joker.

Themes

Batman Beyond Neo Year 2024 explores a number of themes, including:

* The importance of justice * The power of hope * The fight against
corruption * The nature of heroism

Artwork

The artwork in Batman Beyond Neo Year 2024 is stunning. Collin Kelly's art
is detailed and expressive, and he brings the characters and world of the
series to life.



The colors in the series are vibrant and eye-catching, and they help to
create a truly unique and memorable visual experience.

Batman Beyond Neo Year 2024 is a must-read for fans of Batman and
cyberpunk. The series features stunning artwork, a compelling story, and a
cast of memorable characters. Lanzing and Kelly have created a truly
unique and unforgettable vision of the future.
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